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This invention relates to .wire terminals'or eye? 
lets. _~ ~ 7 ; ' . 

p A primary'object of this invention is the pro-1 
duction oi‘a device of the class speci?ed which 
will exhibit ' the‘ desired characteristics of» ‘known 
wireterminals or eyelets and in addition will proe 
vide means for accurately positioning the end of 
the insulation of. a bared end insulating wire. 

A. further objector the invention. is to provide 
a device of the type speci?ed with the features as 
hereinbefore speci?ed and in addition affording 
a much stronger structure in that portion wheres 
in known eyelets are most weak.‘ » 
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Other objects and advantages’will appear. as‘ . ‘ 
the description of the particular physical embodia ‘ 
ment selected to illustrate thefinvention pros 
gresses, and the. novel features'will be particularly 
pointed out in the appended claims. 
‘ In describing the invention in' detail, reference 
will be had to the accompanying drawing and the 
several views thereon,-inwhich similar characters‘ 
of reference designate like parts throughout the 
several views, and in which: 7 , 
Figure 1 is a top plan view of an eyelet of ap 

plicants’ invention with the bared end of an in‘; 
sulated electric conductor secured therein; Fig.- 2 = 
is an illustration of-the device of Fig. 1 as applied 1 
to a well known type of electric conducting bind 
ing post; Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of thedee' - 
vice as shown by Fig. 1.0n the plane indicatedby . 

‘ the line III—-III of Fig. 1, viewed in the direction 1 
of the arrows at the ends ofthe line; Fig. 4 is a f 
cross-sectional view of the device" as shown by 
Fig. 3 on the plane indicated by the‘ line IV-Y—IV, 
viewed in the direction of the arrews. at the ends ~.\ 
of the line; Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view‘of the. 
device as. shownby Fig. 1‘. on‘the plane indicated 
by the line l/'—-V of Fig. 1,,viewedjnthe direction 
of the. arrows at the ends of the line; Fig. '6 is a 

‘ side elevational view of the device as shown by‘v 
1 before it has been applied to the end of an 

insulated conductor but with a part broken away 
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a ‘single piece ofmaterial and may be designated _ V 
as a whole as shown in Fig. 9, by E. ‘ 

g‘ x The eyelet of applicants’ invention comprises a 
single body. ofconducting material, preferably 
copper or brass and preferably tinned.v - i 
The eyelet‘ includes a substantially wcircula 

body I, formed with a substantially semi-circular 
channel 2. At one end of the channel 2 ‘there 
is‘ a throat ’3.. .The throat 3 is bent intolsubstan 
tially alright angle providing a shoulderli. 
Extending beyond'the shoulder 4 is substan 

tially a U member 5, the curve 6 of, Which‘telf 
jminates at the shoulder and the legs of which 
extend‘ along theshoulder and substantially be 
yond the shoulder in a direction at a- right angle, - 
to the general plane‘of the channel. . _ . 

It hasrbeen found in practice that known types 
of wirev'terminals are very weakginfthe throat 
corresponding tothe-portion 3‘ of'applicants’ de 
vice. In- known typespthe throat ‘3 is substan 
tially a thin strip of sheet metal. In applicants’ 
device, the throat 3 is substantially a sheet of thin 
metal, ‘but applicants}v ,caseo-reliance is 5not 
placed upon the strength of thehs'heet metal of 
the throat 3 to prevent=breakage at, that point 
because‘ on each of opposite. sides of the throat a. 
somewhatv‘righ't angle ‘wall extends from the 

. throat terminating‘ atone end ‘I asshownby Fig. 
' 6 somewhat, adjacent to and merging with a leg 
-as Biof th?_.U, and then proceeding by-a shallow 
curve toabout-one quarter of the way around the ' 

’ body. .I,‘ as atabout the point‘ 9Qwhere it merges 
with theouter; edge of the channel. These re~ 
sistor Walls on eachlof opposite sides of the throat 
provide what is practically a: resistor to bending. 
Iof‘the throatiin a plane substantially at a right 
angle to ‘thesgeneral. plane? of the channel; In 
practice," it, has been found'thatithis additional 
afpe’ature'ofl construction overlknown wire eyelets 

to more clearly show the internal constructiony, 
Fig. 7 is a right hand end View of the device as 
shown by Fig. 6;‘ Fig. 8 is a left hand end ‘view of 
‘the device as shown by Fig. ‘1 but showing‘ by 
dotted lines certain parts before. compression; 
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the device as shown 
bylFig, 6. -' ‘ ‘1;’ ‘ ‘_ ‘ 

Wire terminals or. eyelets, are weld and well 

known in the electrical art. . ,_ l ‘Wire eyelets of‘ the general ‘form of applicants’ 

eyelet are old and well known in the electrical art. 
' Applicants’ eyelet is an improvement of known 

eyelet arrived at by observation of the action. of ‘ 
known eyelets in use, andacquaintance with the 
defects of known eyelets and conception of ‘a 
‘means for overcoming the more prominent de- , 
fects. ‘ 

‘ The eyelet of applicants‘ invention'is made of, H 
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,is of immense advantage and‘of great e?ic'iency‘in 
that it"greatly;prolongs the life'of the terminal 
in that it‘ prevents- breaking " of the terminal 
through thethroat 3. . ' ‘ ‘r 

Another defect of‘known terminals-hasarisen’ 
.irorh the fac't'that one or more strands'of the 
stranded “ conductor < when placed within ’ the 
channel 2 wouldescape therefrom by reason of 

Y mean that the means for holding the strands 
50 in the channel metéthefree‘ edge of thclchan'nel 

directly ‘ " " ‘ “ ' ‘ ' ‘ ' 

’ ‘In applicants’ ‘construction, there is provided 
‘ an annulus l 0 around the inneredge ofthe chan 

' in applicants”constructionvjthe edge [2 of the ‘ 

nel and thise'annulusis provided at its fr'eeedge 
with a ?ange ii. QfThis annulus l9 and ?ange, I i 
are adapted to be compressed andsurround-a 
stranded conductor, as best'shown in Fig. 5,’ but 

‘ annulus ll‘ passes beyond the free edge l3 of the 
(30 channel and. thereby quite insures against any 



I face. 
" squeezed down into-place, i?‘there'fiis any» surplus 
wire extending attire point IZEF'th'atis not want 

single strandv of the, conductor Working out from 
beneath. the. ?ange andbeyondthe - tree edge 13 
of the channellto perhaps touch an adjacent con 
ducting binding post or terminal and so cause an 
undesired circuit to be formed. 
In practice, an insulated conductor, as M, is 

bared of its insulation for a relatively shortfdi'se , 
tance at one end and the strandsnthereoil are die, 
vided into substantially "two, equal‘ portions; 
Then the insulating materi‘ahisfllaiclv'iintof the 
curve 6 of the U with the end thereof abutting 
the shoulder lithereby accurately positioning it.v 
After being so positioned, the I'egs‘of the U dare " 

and’ 
"squeezed into place, as best, shown in 4, 
Wrapped about the insulating material 

forming substantially an annulus which securely 
holds the conductor positions-Lit properly 

' against? thev shoulder li so that, it. not‘ ride up 
‘on-the throats. and cause: detects»: ,Thadivide'd 
ends of the conductor arepassed; one around‘one 
‘side-and the‘ other around the'other: side and‘in 
the channelfi ‘5;, as best ‘shown ‘in Fig.’ ii The 
ends-‘of the two, portions are generally tWi-StEdItOi 
gether as- at1 S52‘ The’annuihs‘ltdwiththe flange 
l l is then squeezed down into-place. asgshown-i'n 
Figure-8i by ful'l'lines; ' Asshowrr-by " v-5,.when 

‘annulus hasv been so: squeezed down the end 
of the ?ange-i IE and; the freeiencl iii of‘ the chi-n14 
nel pass one anotheribut" notlmeetxiacc to 

After the annulus it and flange ' I iii ‘are 

ed; it may be cutvo?-Z" _ . j 
' In order to-yprevenjt' any‘ interference 'iw'itl‘i ‘the 

' squeezing down of the ?ange- it atfth'ei‘pio‘ t where 
'thejerrds' l 5 come together; notches, one it; in‘llhe 
?ange H" and the other; H’, in-the- body l‘, ‘are 
formed to? receive the bared'ends of the conduc 
tor in such-a way that they wil'l‘n'ot interfere with 
the squeezing down of the annulus no ?ange 

The electrical’ conductor with its‘iendprov- I 
wane terminal‘ as d'escribed’n-Iay then'lbe placed 
over‘ a; binding post as 558; andsecurelyheId down ‘ 

' 45 thereon by‘ai washer? as iii-1 and a nut , 
Applicants have further provided5 against‘ any 

- interference with the squeezing‘rdowni of the‘ an-v 
nulus: HIV and‘ ?ange iii-by terminating the-an} 
nulus and‘ flange‘ at a point adjacentthe‘t'hroat' 3. 
This; termination is suclrthat it‘would appear 
as? though the annuiusaand flange‘ lraweirbeen out ' 
away‘ along. a plane ata right angles tothefgene 
enafl: plane of the body-t passing through a point 
just? within. the ,inner circle of thachannela ad"; 
jiacent the threat, that is; on. plane! passed 
through line hi- at-a right angletdlthe sheetupJ 
on which the drawing is: made; By- outting- the 
annulus and ?ange along the>-plane'~designated; 
sharp: points have been ‘avoided at the points: 22‘. 
and 23 which in- the- past have been found to- be 
troublesome in those cases Where the ?ange, such 

_ as H, has been cutoff on what might be’ cor: 
sidered. a radial line‘fromthe center of. the body i; 
Although'we havegparticularly described one 

particular physical embodiment of our invention, 
and explained the operation, ‘construction and 
principle-thereof, nevertheless; we desire to have 
it understood; that the form selected'iswirnerely ill 
lustrative, but does ‘ hot exhaust the possible 
physical embodiment of‘ the idea of means under 
lyingourjinvention; ‘ d ' " ' 

2,326,100 
7 What We claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters. Patent. of the UnitedStates, is: 

1. A single piece eyelet connector for a con 
ducting 'wire, comprising in combination: an 
electrical conducting body of general circular 
outline formed with a substantially semi-circular 

‘ .Jchannel, a throat projectinglradially therefrom, 
U formed in extension of the throat, said throat 
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on each side provided with a right angle wall 
extendingirom adjacent and merging with the 
extreme free-end of a leg of the U in a shallow 
curve only about the distance of the throat 
around to‘ an- outer edge of and merging with the 
channel serving as a‘ resistor to bending of the 
throat in a plane substantially at a right angle to 
th'eIgene'raI-pl'ane'of’ the channel and’ means for 
securing an electrical conducting Wire in the said 
channel, the legs of said being adapted‘ to-be 
wrapped? from~ opposite‘ sides about the insulation 
of a-vcond'uctor‘ forming substantially a closely 
?ttingannulusthereabout. ‘ ' ~ ‘ 

21A single piece eyelet connector 'for'an in 
sula’tion' coverv stranded-y" ‘electrical conducting 
Wire, having the5 insulation removed for a- rela 
tivelyrsl’iort "distance? at the extreme end,' com 

> in combination: anel'ectrioal‘conducting 
body of‘ general circular outline? formed withv a 
substantially semiéci'rcul'ar- ol’rannel',_ a throat 

~ projecting'radially thérefrommaid throat includ 
3 O mg a right angle bend- therein formingpa shoul 

der-adapted'to abutthe end of‘ insulation of a 
bared" conductor, said throat beyond'the shoulder 
being formed into a- U', the curve of which ter 
minates at the shoulderand the legs- of which ex 
tend along and substantially beyondthe shoul 
‘cler in a direction: at a right‘ angle to the general 
plane of the channel, said‘ legsv adapted‘ to' be 
wrapped from opposite sides about the insulation 
of a conductor forming‘ substantially a closely 
?tting annulus‘ therea‘bout',v said‘ throat oneach 

' side provided with a somewhat right angle wall 
extending ifroinadjacenrt' and merging with the 
extreme free end of‘a leg of the U‘ in a shallow 

‘ curve about the, distance of the throat around 
to?h? outer edge: of and mergingwith the chan 

g lservingas aresistor to bending'of the throat in 
> a plane substantially at a right .angleto the gen 
eral‘ plane oi'the channel, said channelv formed 
onits- inner edgeywith an annulus extending at 
a right angle to the general‘ plane of_ the channel, 
said annulus provided Witl’rja ?angeat its free 
end,'-said ?ange: and annulus beingv continuous 
except for aportion adjacent the throat end of 
thechanne'l where the flange and‘ annulus are 
formed" as though severed. along a plane at a 
‘right angle‘ to the general plane of the channel, 
said plane being positioned just iorward of the 

, innersurface of thechannel‘adj'acent the throat, 

to 
said flange and channel at a point most remote 
from the throat being'formed each with a notch 
adapted‘ to» allow‘ protrusion or" the ends of a 
conductor lying in the‘ channel, said annulus and 
?ange'a-daptecl ‘tabs-squeezed- down upon the end 

. of a conductor divided and‘one portion passing‘ 
around one side of‘ the channel?an'd the other 
portion around the other sidear'rdl when entirely 
squeezed down having the edge of the ?ange-lying 
entireiy‘ Within'the channel and its edgebelow 

- thefree edge of the channel.~ 
FREDERICK C‘. LAVARACK. 
EDWARD DEEMST. ‘ 


